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The theme of this thesis is an “approximate converse theorem” for globally unramified
cuspidal representations of PGLpn,Aq, n ¥ 2, which is inspired by [19] and [3]. For
a given set of Langlands parameters for some places of Q, we can compute  ¡ 0 such
that there exists a genuine globally unramified cuspidal representation, whose Langlands
parameters are within  of the given ones for finitely many places.
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1.1 Cuspidal representations and Maass forms
LetA be the ring of adeles overQ. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and pi be a cuspidal automorphic
representation for AzGLpn,Aq. By the tensor product theorem ([11], [17], [8]), there
exists an irreducible admissible generic unitary local representation piv of Qv zGLpn,Qvq
for each place v ¤ 8 of Q, such that pi  b1vpiv. Here the local representation piv is
spherical except at finitely many places. Define
aCpnq :
#






Fix a place v ¤ 8. For any α  pα1, . . . , αnq P aCpnq, there exists an unramified character





























For each place v ¤ 8, if piv is spherical, then there exists σv P aCpnq such that piv  pivpσvq,
where pivpσvq is the irreducible spherical principal series representation (or the irreducible
spherical subquotient of the reducible principal series representation), associated to the
character χσv . We call σv the Langlands parameter associated to piv. For a cuspidal auto-




 piv is spherical andpiv  pivpσvq
*
.
Then σ is called the automorphic parameter for pi. By the multiplicity one theorem (first
proved by Casselman [5] for GLp2q in 1975, the strong version for GLp2q proved in [17]
2by Jacquet and Langlands in 1970, and generalized separately by Shalika [25], Piatetski-
Shapiro [23] and by Gelfand and Kazhdan [10]), it follows that the automorphic parameter
σ is uniquely determined by pi.
At the Conference on Analytic number theory in higher rank groups, P. Sarnak sug-
gested the following problem:
Given a positive number X , a set S of places and a representation piv of GLpn,Qvq
(for v P S), give an algorithm to determine whether or not there is a global automorphic
representation pi with cppiq   X and σv within  of piv for v P S (in whatever reasonable
sense). Here cppiq is the analytic conductor of pi.
In this thesis, this problem is solved for the globally unramified case.
Let pi  bvpiv be a globally unramified cuspidal representation of AzGLpn,Aq. Then
piv is spherical for every v ¤ 8, and σ  tσv P aCpnq | piv  pivpσvq, @v ¤ 8u is the
automorphic parameter of pi such that pi  b1vpivpσvq : pipσq. There exists a unique (up to
constant) Hecke-Maass form fσ (associated to pipσq) on SLpn,Zq for the generalized upper
half plane Hn  RzGLpn,Rq{Opn,Rq. The Whittaker-Fourier coefficients of fσ are de-
termined by the automorphic parameter σ. Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between unramified cuspidal representation of AzGLpn,Aq and Hecke-Maass forms on
SLpn,Zq.
The existence of Maass forms on SLp2,Zq was first proved by Selberg [24] in 1956.
He used the trace formula as a tool to obtain Weyl’s law, which gives an asymptotic count
3for the number of Maass forms with Laplacian eigenvalue |λ| ¤ X as X Ñ 8. In 2001,
Selberg’s method was extended by Miller [21] to obtain Weyl’s law for Maass forms on
SLp3,Zq. In 2004, Mu¨ller [22] further extended Selberg’s method to obtain Weyl’s law for
Maass forms on SLpn,Zq, n ¥ 2.
More recently, in 2007, Lindenstrauss and Venkatesh obtained Weyl’s law for Maass
forms on GpZqzGpRq{K8 [19] where G is a split semisimple group over Q and K8  G
is the maximal compact subgroup. In the Appendix [19], they explain a constructive proof
of the existence of Maass forms. Our work is inspired by this proof; for a given set of
Langlands parameters, we give an explicit bound, which ensures that there exists a genuine
unramified cuspidal representation within the boundary of the finite subset of the given pa-
rameters.
1.2 Approximate converse theorem
The converse theorem of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro ([6], [7]) proves that an L-function
is the Mellin transform of an automorphic form on GLpnq if it satisfies a certain infinite
class of twisted functional equations. In this thesis we introduce the approximate converse
theorem whose main aim is to prove that an L-function is the Mellin transform of a function
which is very close to an actual automorphic form provided a finite set of conditions are
satisfied. We now explicitly describe these conditions and quantify the notion of closeness
in this context.




 pivp`vq is an irreducible unitary sphericalgeneric representation for Qv zGLpn,Qvq, pv PMq
*
.
Then `M is called the quasi-automorphic parameter for M . For example, the automorphic
parameter for a cuspidal automorphic representation is a quasi-automorphic parameter.
We use the usual quasi-mode construction for a given quasi-automorphic parameter
`M . The Whittaker-Fourier coefficient can be constructed from the parameters `v P `M , for
each v P M . By summing these constructed coefficients, we define a function F`M pzq on
the upper half plane Hn  RzGLpn,Rq{Opn,Rq which is essentially a finite Whittaker-
Fourier expansion. The function F`M is called a quasi-Maass form associated to `M . In
general the quasi-Maass form is not automorphic; but it is an eigenform of the Casimir
operators ∆pjqn (for j  1, 2, . . . , n 1), such that
∆pjqn F`M pzq  λpjq8 p`8q  F`M pzq
with eigenvalues λpjq8 p`8q P C. Also, for each positive integer N ¥ 1, the quasi-Maass
form is an eigenfunction of the Hecke operator TN , such that
TNF`M pzq  A`M pNq  F`M pzq













T pjqq F`M pzq  λpjqq p`qq  F`M pzq
5for λpjqq p`qq P C.
Let M and M 1 be sets of places of Q including 8 and let `M and σM 1 be quasi-
automorphic parameters for M and M 1, respectively. Let S  M XM 1 be a finite subset
including 8. Let  ¡ 0. The quasi-automorphic parameters `M and σM 1 are -close for S if
n1¸
j1







λpjqq p`qq  λpjqq pσqq2   .
Fix the fundamental domain Fn  SLpn,ZqzHn (described in Proposition 2.8; and
based on [14]). Define an automorphic lifting
rF`M pzq  F`M pγzq,
for z P Hn and γ P SLpn,Zq, which is uniquely determined by γz P Fn. Then rF`M is
automorphic for SLpn,Zq, and square-integrable. But it is neither smooth nor cuspidal in
general. We can get the distance between the given quasi-automorphic parameter `M and
a genuine automorphic parameter, by determining the distance between the quasi-Maass
form F`M and its automorphic lifting.
For δ ¡ 0 and a finite set S of places of Q including 8, let Bnpδ;Sq be a region
bounded by δ and finite primes in S, around the neighborhood of the boundary of the
fundamental domain Fn, as described in (5.1). Let Hδ be a smooth compactly supported,
bi-pR Opn,Rqq-invariant function on RzGLpn,Rq, which is given in §4.3.
Theorem 1.1. (Approximate converse theorem) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer, M be a set
of places of Q including 8, and let `M  t`v P aCpnq, v PMu be a quasi-automorphic
parameter. Let F`M be a quasi-Maass form associated to `M . Define










1 pp`8,i1  `8,ik qp`p,j1  `p,jk q
6and assume thatp6np p`8, `pq  0 for some prime p PM . Assume that pHδp`8q  0 where pHδ
is the spherical transform of Hδ. Let S be a finite subset of M including 8.
Then there exists a genuine unramified cuspidal automorphic representation pipσq for
AzGLpn,Aq with an automorphic parameter σ  tσv P aCpnq, v ¤ 8u such that `M




 rF`M  F`M 2  Cppn, δ;Sq pHδp`8q2  p6np p`8, `pq2  ³8T    ³8T |WJpy; `8q|2 dy
for some















where Cppn, δ;Sq ¡ 0 is a constant and WJp; `8q is the Whittaker function on Hn. Here
T ¡ 1 is a positive constant determined by δ, the prime p and n.
In this theorem, we see that the closeness for the given quasi-automorphic parameter
and a geuniue automorphic parameter mainly depends on the difference between the quasi-
Maass form of the given quasi-automorphic parameter and its automorphic lifting on the
neighborhood of the boundary of the fundamental domain Fn. This theorem does not give
uniqueness. However, by Remark 8 in [4], if the difference between rF`M and F`M is small
enough when S is sufficiently large, then the cuspidal representation should be uniquely de-
termined. The neighborhood for the boundary of the fundamental domain becomes much
larger as the primes in S becomes bigger. The formula for Cppn, δ;Sq is given in (5.5).
A more general result is described in Theorem 5.1, where we take arbitrary δ ¡ 0 and an
arbitrary compactly supported bi-pR  Opn,Rqq-invariant smooth function Hδ, such that
7xHδp`8q  0 for the given Langlnads parameter `8 at 8. It is an interesting problem to
choose Hδ so that the  in Theorem 1.1 (or in Theorem 5.1) is as small as possible.
The constant p6np p`8, `pq turns out to be an eigenvalue of the annihilating operator 6np ,
which maps L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq to cuspidal functions, i.e., 6np
 rF`M Hδ	 is a smooth cus-
pidal automorphic function. The annihilating operator 6np plays an important role in the
proof of the approximate converse theorem. It is constructed by following Lindenstrauss
and Venkatesh [19]. They observe that there are strong relations between the spectrum of
the Eisenstein series at different places. From this observation, they construct the convo-
lution operator ℵ, whose image is purely cuspidal. They use this operator ℵ to get Weyl’s
law for cusp forms in [19]. For example, for automorphic functions on SLp2,Zq, for any
prime p,









and it also has a rigorous interpretation in terms of convolution operators. More detailed
explanation and explicit description of 6np are given in chapter 4.
In the 1970’s a number of authors considered the problem of computing Maass forms
on PSLp2,Zq numerically. The first notable algorithms for computing Maass forms on
PSLp2,ZqzH2 are due to Stark in [26] and Hejhal in [15]. In [27], Hejhal’s algorithm was
used by Then to compute large Laplace eigenvalues on PSLp2,ZqzH2.
In [3], Booker, Stro¨mbergsson and Venkatesh compute the Laplace and Hecke eigen-
values for Maass forms, to over 1000 decimal places, for the first few Maass forms on
PSLp2,ZqzH2. Their paper is another inspiration and source for the approximate converse
theorem. In particular, we followed the method for verification of their computation in
8Proposition 2, [3]. The  in the approximate converse theorem may recover (38) in [3]


































where z  p y x0 1 q P H2. See [3] for more details.
Recently, Booker and his student Bian computed the Laplace and Hecke eigenvalues for
Maass forms on PSLp3,ZqzH3 [2], [1]. Moreover, Mezhericher presented an algorithm for
evaluating a (quasi-)Maass form for SLp3,Zq in his thesis [20]. We expect that we might
use the approximate converse theorem to certify Bian’s computations.
1.3 Format of Thesis
The main theorem is stated and proved in chapter 5. In chapter 2, we review the theory of
automorphic forms for SLpn,ZqzHn and introduce notations. The main reference for this
chapter is [12]. In chapter 3, we review the theory of automorphic cuspidal representation
for AzGLpn,Aq. The main reference for this chapter is [13]. In §3.5, we define the
quasi-automorphic parameter and the quasi-Maass form of the given quasi-automorphic
parameter. The annihilating operator 6np is defined in chapter 4. Several properties of the
annihilating operator are proved in §4.2.
9Chapter 2
AUTOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS FOR
SLpn,ZqzGLpn,Rq{ pOpn,Rq  Rq
2.1 Parabolic subgroups
Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. For an integer 1 ¤ r ¤ n, define an ordered partition of n to be a
set of integers pn1, . . . , nrq where 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr ¤ n and n1        nr  n.
Definition 2.1. (Parabolic subgroups) Fix an integer n ¥ 1 and let R be a commu-
tative ring with identity 1. A subgroup P of GLpn,Rq is said to be parabolic if there
exists an ordered partition pn1, . . . , nrq of n and an element g P GLpn,Rq such that
P  gPn1,...,nrpRqg1 where Pn1,...,nrpRq is the standard parabolic of GLpn,Rq associ-
ated to the partition pn1, . . . , nrq defined by
Pn1,...,nrpRq :
$'&'%
A1 . . .
Ar
P GLpn,Rq
 Ai P GLpni, Rq, 1 ¤ i ¤ r
,/./- . (2.1)
The integer r is termed the rank of the parabolic subgroup Pn1,...,nrpRq. Define
Mn1,...,nrpRq :
$'&'%
A1 . . .
Ar

 Ai P GLpni, Rq, 1 ¤ i ¤ r
,/./- (2.2)








where Ik is the k  k identity matrix for an integer k ¥ 1, to be the unipotent radical of
Pn1,...,nrpRq. Call gUn1,...,nrpRqg1 the unipotent radical of P .
10
Two standard parabolic subgroups Pn1,...,nrpRq and Pn11,...,n1rpRq of GLpn,Rq corre-
sponding to the partitions n  n1        nr  n11        n1r are said to be associated if
tn1, . . . , nru  tn11, . . . , n1ru. We write Pn1,...,nrpRq  Pn11,...,n1rpRq, if Pn1,...,nr and Pn11,...,n1r
are associated.
Let n ¥ 1 be an integer and fix an ordered partition pn1, . . . , nrq of n. For each j 
1, . . . , r define a map
mnj : Pn1,...,nrpRq Ñ GLpnj, Rq, such that (2.4)
g 

mn1pgq  . . . 




P Pn1,...,nrpRq pmnjpgq P GLpnj, Rqq.
The standard parabolic subgroup associated to the partition n  n1        nr (denoted by
Pn1,...,nrpRq) is defined to be the group of all matrices of the form
g 

mn1pgq  . . . 





where mnipgq P GLpni, Rq for i  1, . . . , r.
11
Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. For r  n, let




1 x1,2 x1,3 . . . x1,n












a1 . . .
an

 0  aj P R for j  1, . . . , n
,/./-  GLpn,Rq,
and
P pn,Rq  P1,1,...,1pRq  Npn,Rq  Apn,Rq.
Here P pn,Rq is called the minimal parabolic subgroup of GLpn,Rq.
2.2 Coordinates for GLpn,Rq
Definition 2.2. (Generalized Upper half plane) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. Define the




1 x1,2 x1,3 . . . x1,n













P Apn,Rq, py1, . . . , yn1 ¡ 0q. (2.8)
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By the Iwasawa Decomposition,
GLpn,Rq  Npn,RqApn,RqOpn,Rq, (2.9)
so Hn  GLpn,Rq{ pR Opn,Rqq, i.e., for any g P GLpn,Rq there exist unique x P
Npn,Rq as in (2.7), and y P Apn,Rq as in (2.8), some k P Opn,Rq and a positive real
number d, such that
g  d  xy  k  d  z  k, pz  xy P Hnq. (2.10)
Remark 2.3. Let Wn denote the Weyl group of GLpn,Rq, consisting of all n n matrices
in SLpn,ZqXOpn,Rq which have exactly one1 in each row and column. The Weyl group
Wn acts on the diagonal matrices as a permutation group. For any w P Wn there exists a
unique permutation σw on n symbols such that
w.
a1 . . .
an
: w
a1 . . .
an
w1 
aσwp1q . . .
aσwpnq
 (2.11)







with ai P R (or ai P C).
By the Cartan decomposition,
GLpn,Rq  Opn,RqApn,RqOpn,Rq. (2.12)
So for any g P GLpn,Rq there exist k1, k2 P Opn,Rq and a unique Apgq P A1pn,R q (up
to the conjugation by the Weyl group Wn) such that
g  | det g| 1n  k1  Apgq  k2, (2.13)
where
A1pn,R q   a P Apn,R q | det a  1( . (2.14)
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For an integer n ¥ 1, define the set
apnq : tα  pα1, . . . , αnq P Rn | α1        αn  0u . (2.15)
Definition 2.4. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. For g P GLpn,Rq define ln : GLpn,Rq Ñ apnq
such that








with a1, . . . , an ¡ 0 as in (2.13). This lnpApgqq is uniquely
determined up to the Weyl group action, i.e., permutation for Apgq. Moreover, ln a1    
ln an  0 since detApgq  1.







for any h  ph1, . . . , hnq P apnq.
For any g P GLpn,Rq define
|| lnApgq|| :
a








with a1, . . . , an ¡ 0 and a1    an  1 as in (2.13).
Lemma 2.5. (Relations between the coordinates for generalized upper half plane and
Cartan decomposition) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. For any g P GLpn,Rq, by the Iwasawa
decomposition and Cartan decomposition, we have





k2, pkIwa, k1, k2 P Opn,Rqq,
14
where d ¡ 0 with dn  det y  | det g|,
x 
1 xi,j. . .
1
P Npn,Rq, y 
y1    yn1 . . .
1
P Apn,R q,
and lnpApgqq  pα1, . . . , αnq P apnq. Then
e2|| lnApgq|| ¤ y1 ¤ e2|| lnApgq||, (2.19)
e4|| lnApgq|| ¤ yj ¤ e4|| lnApgq||, p for j  2, . . . , n 1q.
Proof. Let z : xy P Hn. Then for g P GLpn,Rq,




















for k  k1 P Opn,Rq. Compare the diagonal parts. For the left hand side, for j  1, . . . , n,
we have
y1j   y1j 1x2j,j 1        y1nx2j,n, pxn,n  1q
on the diagonal, where y1j  pdet yq
2
n py1    ynjq2 and y1n  pdet yq
2
n . For the right
hand side, for j  1, . . . , n, we have
k2j,1e
2α1        k2j,ne2αn
15
on the diagonal, where
k 

k1,1 . . . k1,n
k2,1 . . . k2,n
... . . .
...
kn,1 . . . kn,n
P Opn,Rq.
So for any j  1, . . . , n,
y1j ¤ y1j   y1j 1x2j,j 1        y1nx2j,n  k2j,1e2α1        k2j,ne2αn
¤ pk2j,1        k2j,nqe2|| lnApgq||  e2|| lnApgq||.
Since || lnApgq||  || lnApg1q||, we also have
y11j ¤ e2|| lnApgq||, p for j  1, . . . , nq
so
e2|| lnApgq|| ¤ y1j ¤ e2|| lnApgq||, p for j  1, . . . , nq.
For j  1, . . . , n 1, we have
|| lnApgq|| ¤  1
n
lnpdet yq   ln y1        ln ynj ¤ || lnApgq||
and
|| lnApgq|| ¤  1
n
lnpdet yq ¤ || lnApgq||.
Therefore, we have
2|| lnApgq|| ¤ ln y1 ¤ 2|| lnApgq|||
and
4|| lnApgq|| ¤ ln yj ¤ 4|| lnApgq||, p for j  1, . . . , n 1q.
16
Definition 2.6. (Siegel Sets) Fix a, b ¥ 0. We define the Siegel set Σa,b  Hn to be the set
of all matrices of the form
1 x1,2 x1,3 . . . x1,n







y1y2    yn1





with |xi,j| ¤ b for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n and yi ¡ a for 1 ¤ i ¤ n 1.






• for any z P Hn, there exists γ P SLpn,Zq such that γz P Fn,
• for any z P Fn, γz R Fn for any γ P SLpn,Zq (with γ  In).
Then Fn becomes a fundamental domain for SLpn,Zq and
Fn  SLpn,ZqzHn.
We introduce the partial Iwasawa decomposition for Hn to describe the fundamental
domain explicitly. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. For any z P Hn, we may write
z 

1 x1,2 . . . x1,n1 x1,n








y1    yn1






















1 . . . x1,n1. . . ...
1





The following proposition is an interpretation of §2 in [14].
Proposition 2.8. (Explicit Description of the Fundamental domain) Let n ¥ 2 be an
integer and Fn be the closure of the fundamental domain Fn.





for x, y P R and y ¡ 0 satisfying
x2   y2 ¥ 1 and |x| ¤ 1
2
.














0 . . . 0 1

for x1, . . . , xn1 P R and y1 ¡ 0 satisfying the following conditions:






c1 ... cn1 a

P GLpn,Zq{tInu, we have







i.e., if z 
 1 x1,2 ... x1,n1 x11 ... x2,n1 x2. . . ... ...
1 xn
1




pa  c1x1,n        cn1xn1,nq2
  y21

c21py2    yn1q2   pc1x1,2   c2q2py2    yn2q2     
  pc1x1,j        cjxj1,j   cjq2py1    ynjq2     
 pc1x1,n1        cn2xn2,n1   cn1q2
 ¥ 1;
18
(iii) |xj| ¤ 12 for j  1, . . . , n 1.
Proof. The proof is again an interpretation of §2 in [14]. Let SPn denote the space of
quadratic forms of determinant 1, which is identified by
Opn,RqzGLpn,Rq Ñ SPn
Opn,Rq  g ÞÑ tg  g : Z.
Then γ P GLpn,Zq{ tInu acts on SPn discontinuously by Z ÞÑ Zrγs : tγZγ. Every
Z P SPn can be represented as
Z 
















with y ¡ 0, Z 1 P SPn1 and x1, . . . , xn1 P R by the partial Iwasawa decomposition


















with y1, . . . , yn1, y ¡ 0, xi,j P R, (for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n). In [14], by using the partial Iwa-
sawa decomposition, the fundamental domain Fn  SPn{ pGLpn,Zq{tInuq is described
as the set of all Z 























P Zn1 and D PMatpn
1,Zq, we must have
pa  xn1cn1     x1c1q2   y nn1
 







(iii) for j  1, 2, . . . , n 2, we have
0 ¤ xn1   1
2


























pdet zq 1n z
	
wn : Z.











0 ... 0 1

P Hn and z1 P Hn1,
Z  wn






















Z 1  wn1





pdet z1q 1n1 z1
	
wn1 P SPn1.









wn  Zrwn tγwns,
and wn tγwn P SLpn,Zq. Therefore by using the fundamental domain Fn for SPn, we
can get the explicit description for the fundamental domain Fn  SLpn,ZqzHn.







By [12], the left invariant GLpn,Rq-measure dz on Hn can be given explicitly by the
formula











2.3 Invariant differential operators
Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and glpn,Rq be the Lie algebra of GLpn,Rq with the Lie bracket
r, s given by rα, βs  αβ  βα for α, β P glpn,Rq. The universal enveloping algebra
of glpn,Rq can be realized as an algebra of differential operators Dα acting on smooth
functions f : GLpn,Rq Ñ C. The action is given by
Dαfpgq : BBtf pg  expptαqq

t0




for α P glpn,Rq. For any α, β P glpn,Rq, Dα β  Dα   Dβ and Drα,βs  rDα, Dβs 
Dα Dβ Dβ Dα. Here  is the composition of differential operators. The differential
operators Dα with α P glpn,Rq generate an associative algebra Dn defined over R.
For 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n, let Ei,j P glpn,Rq be the matrix with 1 at the i, jth entry and 0
elsewhere. Let Di,j  DEi,j for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n.
Definition 2.9. (Casimir operators) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. For j  1, . . . , n  1, we









Di1,i2 Di2,i3     Dij 1,i1 . (2.24)
Let ∆n : ∆p1qn be the Laplace operator.
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For n ¥ 2, define ZpDnq to be the center of the algebra of differential operators Dn. It
is well known that the Casimir operators ∆p1qn , . . . ,∆
pn1q
n P ZpDnq. Moreover every dif-
ferential operator which lies in ZpDnq can be expressed as a polynomial (with coefficients
in R) in the Casimir operators ∆p1qn , . . . ,∆pn1qn , i.e.,
ZpDnq  R ∆p1qn , . . . ,∆pn1qn 
(see [12]).
There is a standard procedure to construct simultaneous eigenfunctions of all differen-










where g  | det g| 1n










k P GLpn,Rq for xi,j, yi P R,
yi ¡ 0, with 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n and k P Opn,Rq. Here
bi,j 
"
ij if i  j ¤ n
pn iqpn jq if i  j ¥ n .
For j  1, . . . , n 1, let
Bjpνq : j 
nj¸
k1
k  νk   pn jq 
j1¸
k1
















Clearly, Bjpν   µq  Bjpνq  Bjpµq for any ν, µ P Cn1.
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For ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1, the function Iν is an eigenfunction of ZpDnq. Define
λν : ZpDnq Ñ C to be the character such that
DIν  λνpDqIν (2.27)
for any D P ZpDnq. For any D1, D2 P ZpDnq, we have
λνpD1 D2q  λνpD1q  λνpD2q,
λνpD1  D2q  λνpD1q   λνpD2q.
The Weyl groupWn (defined in Remark 2.3) acts on ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q in the following
way. For any w P Wn,
w.ν : µ  pµ1, . . . , µn1q P Cn1 if and only if Iν 1
n










, y1, . . . , yn1 ¡ 0. Here ν  1n  pν1  1n , . . . , νn1  1nq. Then
for any w P Wn, we have λν  λw.ν for any ν P Cn1, i.e., Iν and Iw.ν have the same
eigenvalues for ZpDnq.
Let apnq  apnq as in (2.15) and
aCpnq : apnq bR C (2.29)
 t`  p`1, . . . , `nq P Cn | `1        `n  0u .
Definition 2.10. Let n ¥ 2 and ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1. The Langlands parameter for
ν is defined to be






 Bn1pνq, for j  1,
n 2j1
2
 Bnjpνq Bnj 1pνq for 1   j   n,
n1
2
B1pνq, for j  n.
(2.30)
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Here Bj (for j  1, . . . , n 1) are defined in (2.26). Then `8,1pνq        `8,npνq  0.
Remark 2.11. (i) The Langlands parameter is the same parameter defined in p.314-315,
[12].
(ii) For any ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1,
n1¹
j1















(iii) Let f : Hn Ñ C be an eigenfunction of ZpDnq of type ν. Define
`8pfq : `8pνq. (2.31)
(iv) The Weyl group Wn acts on the Langlands parameter as a permutation group. For
any w P Wn there exists a permutation σw on n symbols such that
`8pw.νq  σwp`8pνqq  p`8,σwp1qpνq, . . . , `8,σwpnqpνqq. (2.32)
(v) Since (2.26) and (2.30) are linear, from the given `8  p`8,1, . . . , `8,nq P aCpnq with




p`8,j  `8,j 1   1q , νp`8q : pν1p`8q, . . . , νn1p`8qq. (2.33)
Then `8pνq  ν p`8pνqq. For j  1, . . . , n 1, define
λpjq8 p`8q : λνp`8qp∆pjqn q. (2.34)
The following Lemma is given in [12].
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Lemma 2.12. (Eigenvalues for Di,j) Let n ¥ 2 and ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1. For







Iν , if i  j,
0, otherwise.
(2.35)
Here `8pνq  p`8,1pνq, . . . , `8,npνqq P aCpnq is defined in (2.30).





n3  n 1
2
 
`8,1pνq2        `8,npνq2

, (2.36)
where ∆n is the Laplace operator in Definition 2.9. Here `8pνq  p`8,1pνq, . . . , `8,npνqq
is the Langlands parameter for ν, defined in (2.30).
























pDi,j Dj,i  Dj,i Di,jq Iνpyq
+
.
For 1 ¤ i, j, i1, j1 ¤ n, we have rEi,j, Ei1,j1s  δi1,jEi,j1δi,j1Ei1,j where δi,j 
"
1, if i  j,
0, otherwise .
So
rDi,j, Di1,j1s  DrEi,j ,Ei1,j1 s  δi1,jDi,j1  δi,j1Di1,j.
For 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n, we have








y1    yn1 . . .
1

1 t1. . .
1








For 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n, we have











































































































pn 2j   1q
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Definition 2.14. (Automorphic Function) For an integer n ¥ 2, an automorphic function
for SLpn,Zq is a function f : Hn Ñ C such that
fpγzq  fpzq
for any γ P SLpn,Zq and z P Hn.





|fpzq|2 dz   8.






Definition 2.15. (Cuspidal function) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and let f : Hn Ñ C be an
automorphic function for SLpn,Zq. The function f is cuspidal if»
pSLpn,ZqXUn1,...,nr pZqqzUn1,...,nr pRq
fpuzq du  0 (2.38)
for any partition n1        nr  n and r ¥ 2. Here Un1,...,nr is the unipotent radical
defined in (2.3).
Let L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq denote the space of automorphic cuspidal functions. Let
C8 pSLpn,ZqzHnq (resp. C8cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq) denote the space of smooth automorphic
functions (resp. smooth automorphic cuspidal functions) and C8 X L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq
(resp. C8 X L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq) denote the space of smooth automorphic functions
(resp. smooth automorphic cuspidal functions), which are square integrable.
Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and f P L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq. By Theorem 5.3.2 [12], f has































Wf pyγ; pm1, . . . ,mn1qq
 e2piipm1xγn1,n  mn2xγ2,3 mn1xγ1,2q
where p γ 1 q z  xγyγ P Hn for z  xy P Hn with x, y, xγ, yγ given as in (2.7) and (2.8).
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Here the sum is independent of the choice of coset representative γ. Further




















P Npn,Rq and du  ±1¤i k¤n dui,j as in (2.22). Here
Npn,Rq is the minimal unipotent radical defined in (2.6).
Definition 2.16. (Maass forms) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1.
A smooth automorphic function f : Hn Ñ C is a Maass form of type ν if:
(i) f is an eigenform of ZpDnq i.e., for j  1, . . . , n 1,
∆pjqn f  λνp∆pjqn qf,
where λν is the Harish-Chandra character of type ν defined in (2.27);




|fpzq|2 dz   8;
(iii) f is cuspidal.
Definition 2.17. (Jacquet’s Whittaker function) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. For each ν P
Cn1 and   1, we define a function WJp ; ν, q : Hn Ñ C such that













1 u1,2 . . . u1,n











u  ³88    ³88 ±
1¤i j¤n
dui,j . The function WJ pz; ν, q is called Jacquet’s
Whittaker function or Whittaker function of type ν.
Remark 2.18. The Whittaker function of type ν is an eigenfunction of ZpDnq of type ν,
i.e., for any D P ZpDnq,
DWJpz; ν, q  λνpDq WJpz; ν, q.
Let f be a Maass form of type ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1. Then by (9.1.2) [12], f has































where Af pm1, . . . ,mn1q P C. Here Af pm1, . . . ,mn1q is called the pm1, . . . ,mn1qth
Fourier coefficient of f for each 1 ¤ m1, . . . ,mn2 P Z and nonzero mn1 P Z.
2.5 Hecke operators and Hecke-Maass forms
Recall the general definition of Hecke operators from [12]. Let X be a topological space.




g P G  rΓ : pg1Γgq X Γs   8 and rg1Γg : pg1Γgq X Γs   8(
to be the commensurator group of Γ in G. For any g P CGpΓq, we have a decomposition of











where f P L2pΓzXq, x P X . Fix a semiring ∆ where Γ  ∆  CGpΓq. The Hecke ring
consists of all formal sums ¸
k
ckTgk
for ck P Z and gk P ∆. Since two double cosets are either identical or totally disjoint, it
follows that unions of double cosets are associated to elements in the Hecke ring. If there
exists an antiautomorphism g ÞÑ g satisfying pghq  hg, Γ  Γ and pΓgΓq  ΓgΓ
for every g P ∆, the Hecke ring is commutative.
Definition 2.19. (Hecke Operator TN ) Let f : Hn Ñ C be a function. For each integer












c1 c1,2 . . . c1,n






Clearly T1 is the identity operator.
For n  2, the Hecke operators are self-adjoint with respect to the inner product (2.37),
i.e., for any f1, f2 P L2 pSLp2,ZqzH2q and any integer N ¥ 1, we have 〈TNf1, f2〉 
〈f1, TNf2〉. For n ¥ 3, the Hecke operator is no longer self-adjoint, but the adjoint operator
is again a Hecke operator and the Hecke operator commutes with its adjoint, so it is a
normal operator. The following Theorem is proved in Theorem 9.3.6, [12].
Theorem 2.20. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. Consider the Hecke operators TN for any integer
N ¥ 1, defined in (2.43). Let T N be the adjoint operator which satisfies
〈TNf, g〉  〈f, T Ng〉 (2.44)
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for all f, g P L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq. Then T N is another Hecke operator which commutes with



















c1 c1,2 . . . c1,n









Definition 2.21. (Hecke-Maass form) Let n ¥ 2. A Maass form f is called a Hecke-Maass
form if it is an eigenfunction of all Hecke operators TN for N ¥ 1.
Assume that f is a Hecke-Maass form then f has the Fourier-Whittaker expansion as
in (2.42). Let Af pm1, . . . ,mn1q P C be the pm1, . . . ,mn1qth Fourier coefficients for
0  m1, . . . ,mn1 P Z. Since f is a Hecke-Maass form, Af p1, 1, . . . , 1q  0. Assume that
Af p1, . . . , 1q  1. Then we have the following (multiplicative) relations (see [12]):
• TNf  Af pN, 1, . . . , 1qf for any integer N ¥ 1;
• for pm1, . . . ,mn1q P Zn1, we have
Af pmn1, . . . ,m1q  Af pm1, . . . ,mn1q;
• for pm1, . . . ,mn1q P Zn1, and a nonzero integer m, we have



















Let p be a prime. Then for any k  1, 2, . . . ,
Af ppk, 1, . . . , 1qAf p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1q (2.47)
 Af ppk, 1, . . . , 1, ploooooomoooooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1q   Af ppk1, 1, . . . , 1, ploooooooomoooooooon
r 1
, 1, . . . , 1q,
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for r  1, . . . , n 2, and
Af ppk, 1, . . . , 1qAf p1, . . . , 1, pq  Af ppk, 1, . . . , 1, pq   Af ppk1, 1, . . . , 1q.





and T p1qpr  Tpr for any integer r ¥ 0 and T p0qp is an identity operator.
Lemma 2.23. (Eigenvalues of Hecke operators T prqp ) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and
f be a Maass form for SLpn,Zq. Then f has the Fourier-Whittaker expansion as in
(2.42) and let Af pm1, . . . ,mn1q P C be the pm1, . . . ,mn1qth Fourier coefficients for
0  m1, . . . ,mn1 P Z. Assume that f is an eigenfunction for Tpj for j  0, . . . , n and
Af p1, . . . , 1q  1. Then for r  1, . . . , n 1,
T prqp f  Af p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1qf
for any prime p.
Proof. By using the definition of T prqp (for r  1, . . . , n1) and the multiplicative relations
in (2.47), we get the eigenvalue of T prqp (for r  1, . . . , n 1).
Definition 2.24. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and fix a prime p. Let f : Hn Ñ C be an
eigenfunction for T pjqp for j  1, . . . , n  1 as in Definition 2.22, i.e., for j  1, . . . , n  1
there exists λpjqp pfq P C such that
T pjqp fpzq  λpjqp pfq  fpzq, pz P Hnq
Define the parameters















pp`p,k1 pfq  `p,kj pfqq (2.50)
: λpjqp p`ppfqq.
Remark 2.25. (i) Let f be a Hecke-Maass form with pm1, . . . ,mn1qth Fourier coeffi-
cients Af pm1, . . . ,mn1q P C as in (2.42). Assume that Af p1, . . . , 1q  1. Then we
have
Af p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1q 
¸
1¤j1 ... jr¤n
pp`p,j1 pfq  `p,jr pfqq  λpjqp p`ppfqq
for any 1 ¤ r ¤ n 1.
(ii) The parameter is given by the equation
1 Af pp, 1, . . . , 1qx  Af p1, p, 1, . . . , 1q      (2.51)
  p1qrAf p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1qxr        p1qnxn  0
and it has solutions p`p,1pfq, . . . , p`p,npfq. This equation comes from the pth factor
of the L-function of the Hecke-Maass form f . For s P C with <psq ¡ 1, let
Lppf ; sq :
8¸
k0
Af ppk, 1, . . . , 1qpks (2.52)
 p1 Af pp, 1 . . . , 1qps        p1qrAf p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r








(see [12]). Conversely, if the parameters `ppfq P aCpnq is given then we can deter-
mine Af p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1q for each r  1, . . . , n 1.
Recall the definition of dual Maass forms and the properties from Proposition 9.2.1,
[12].
Proposition 2.26. (Dual Maass forms) Let φpzq be a Maass form of type ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P
Cn1. Then








is a Maass form of type rν  pνn1, . . . , ν1q for SLpn,Zq. The Maass form rφ is called
the dual Maass form. If Apm1, . . . ,mn1q is the pm1, . . . ,mn1qth Fourier coefficient of
φ then Apmn1, . . . ,m1q is the corresponding Fourier coefficient of rφ. If φ  rφ, then the
Maass form φ is called the self-dual Maass form.
Remark 2.27. Let f be a Hecke-Maass form of type ν. Then the dual Maass form rf of type
rν has the following Langlands parameters.
(i) v  8: Since Bjprνq  Bnjpνq for j  1, . . . , n 1, we have
`8p rfq  `8prνq  `8,nj 1pνq  `8,nj 1pfq, p for j  1, . . . , nq
so
`8p rfq  `8pfq.
(ii) v  p, prime: Since
A rf p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
j
, 1, . . . , 1q  Af p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
nj
, 1, . . . , 1q, p for j  1, . . . , n 1q,
we have
`pp rfq  `ppfq.
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2.6 Eisenstein series
We defined parabolic subgroups, their Levi parts and unipotent radicals in Definition 2.1.
Then for each partition n  n1        nr with rank 1   r ¤ n, we have the factorization
Pn1,...,nrpRq  Un1,...,nrpRq Mn1,...,nrpRq.
It follows that for any g P Pn1,...,nrpRq, we have
g P Un1,...,nrpRq 

mn1pgq 0 . . . 0





where mnipgq P GLpni,Rq for i  1, . . . , r.
Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and fix a partition n  n1        nr with 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr   n.
For each i  1, . . . , r, let φi be either a Maass form for SLpni,ZqzHni of type µi 
pµi,1, . . . , µi,ni1q P Cni1 or a constant with µi  p0, . . . , 0q. For t  pt1, . . . , trq P Cr
with n1t1        nrtr  0, define a function
IPn1,...,nr p; t;φ1, . . . , φrq : Pn1,...,nrpRq Ñ C
by the formula
IPn1,...,nr pg; t;φ1, . . . , φrq :
r¹
i1
φipmnipgqq  |detpmnipgqq|ti for g P Pn1,...,nrpRq.
(2.53)
For each i  1, . . . , r, let φipmnipgkqq  φipmnipgqq and |detpmnipgkqq|  |detpmnipgqq|
where k P Opn,Rq. So IPn1,...,nr pg; t;φ1, . . . , φrq  IPn1,...,nr pz; t;φ1, . . . , φrq for g  dzk
with z P Hn, d P R and k P Opn,Rq. Let η1  0 and ηi  n1    ni1 for i  2, . . . , r.
There exists a unique ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1 (up to the action of the Weyl group Wn)
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for any y 
y1    yn1 . . .
1
 P Apn,R q (see Proposition 10.9.1, [12]). Then for
1 ¤ i ¤ n 1,
Bipνq 
$''''''&''''''%
Bipnn1qpµ1q   pn iqt1,
if n n1   1 ¤ i ¤ n 1
n1t1        nj1tj1  Bipnηjnjqpµjq   pn ηj  iqtj
if 2 ¤ j ¤ r and n ηj  nj   1 ¤ i ¤ n ηj  1
n1t1        njtj,
if i  n ηj  nj.
(2.55)




  tj   ηj
	
  `8,iηjpµjq. (2.56)
Definition 2.28. (Eisenstein series) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and fix an ordered partition
n  n1        nr with 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr   n. For each i  1, . . . , r, let φi be either a
Maass form for SLpni,ZqzHni of type µi  pµi,1, . . . , µi,ni1q P Cni1 or a constant with
µi  p0, . . . , 0q. Let t  pt1, . . . , trq P Cr with n1t1    nrtr  0. Define the Eisenstein
series by the infinite series




IPn1,...,nr pγz; t;φ1, . . . , φrq
for z P Hn.
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Remark 2.29. (i) Since IPn1,...,nr p; t;φ1, . . . , φrq is actually a function onHn, the Eisen-
stein series (2.57) are well-defined on Hn, but they are not square-integrable.
(ii) Eisenstein series are automorphic, i.e., for any γ P SLpn,Zq, we have
EPn1,...,nr pγz; t;φ1, . . . , φrq  EPn1,...,nr pz; t;φ1, . . . , φrq, pz P Hnq.
(iii) Each Eisenstein series is an eigenfunction of type ν of ZpDnq where ν is given by the
formula (2.54).
The Fourier coefficients for Eisenstein series are given in Proposition 10.9.3 [12].
Proposition 2.30. Let n ¥ 2 and fix a partition n  n1        nr with 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr  
n. For each i  1, . . . , r, let φi be either a Hecke-Maass form for SLpni,ZqzHni or a
constant. Let t  pt1, . . . , trq P Cr with n1t1        nrtr  0. Then the Eisenstein series




































where η1  0 and ηj  n1        nj1 (for j  2, . . . , r). Here AφjpCjq is the Hecke
eigenvalue of TCj for φj .






















Now, we can extend the parameters defined in Definition 2.24. Let n ¥ 2 and fix a
partition n  n1        nr with 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr   n. For each i  1, . . . , r, let φi
be either a Maass form for SLpni,ZqzHni or a constant. Let t  pt1, . . . , trq P Cr with














for a prime p and k ¥ 0. By (2.52), define
`ppEq : p`p,1pEq, . . . , `p,npEqq P aCpnq (2.60)

































p`p,kpEq  ps1 .
Then for i  1, . . . , r and ηi   1 ¤ j ¤ ηi   ni, it follows that
`p,jpEq  `p,jηipφiq 
ni  n
2
  ti   ηi
	
. (2.61)
Lemma 2.32. Let n ¥ 2 and fix a partition n  n1    nr with 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr   n. For
each i  1, . . . , r, let φi be either a Hecke-Maass form for SLpni,ZqzHni or a constant.
Let t  pt1, . . . , trq P Cr with n1t1        nrtr  0. Let E : EPn1,...,nr pz; t;φ1, . . . , φrq.









0, if v  8;
1, if v   8, and ηi  n1        ni1 and η1  0.
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Chapter 3
AUTOMORPHIC CUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR
AzGLpn,Aq
3.1 Local representations for GLpn,Qvq
Let G be a group and let V be a complex vector space. A representation of G on V is a pair
of ppi, V q where
pi : GÑ EndpV q  t set of all linear maps: V Ñ V u
is a homomorphism. We let pipgq.v denote the action of pipgq on v and pipg1g2q  pipg1q.pipg2q
for all g1, g2 P G. The vector space V is called the space of the representation ppi, V q. If the
group G and the vector space V are equipped with topologies, then we shall also require
the map GV Ñ V given by pg, vq Ñ pipgq.v to be continuous. A representation ppi, V q is
said to be irreducible if V  0 and V has no closed pi-invariant subspace other than 0 and V .
Let V be a space of functions f : GÑ C and piR be the action given by right translation,
ppiRphqfqpgq  fpghq, p@g, h P Gq.
Then ppiR, V q is a representation of G.
In this section we review the properties of local representations of GLpn,Qvq. The
main reference is [13].
Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. Consider the archimedean case with v  8. Let V be a
complex vector space equipped with a positive definite Hermitian form p , q : V V Ñ C.
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A unitary representation of GLpn,Rq consists of V and a homomorphism pi : GLpn,Rq Ñ
GLpV q such that the function pg, vq ÞÑ pipgq.v is a continuous functionGLpn,RqV Ñ V ,
and
ppipgq.v, wq  pv, pipg1q.wq, p for all v, w P V, g P GLpn,Rqq.








.v  v for any
a P R, v P V .
As in §2.3, for an integer n ¥ 1, the Lie algebra glpn,Rq of GLpn,Rq consists of the
additive vector space of n  n matrices with coefficients in R with Lie bracket given by
rα, βs  αβ  βα for any α, β P glpn,Rq. The universal enveloping algebra of glpn,Rq
is an associative algebra which contains glpn,Rq. The Lie bracket and the associative
product  on Upglpn,Rqq are compatible, in the sense that rα, βs  α  β  β  α for
all α, β P Upglpn,Rqq. The universal enveloping algebra Upglpn,Rqq can be realized as
an algebra of differential operators acting on smooth functions F : GLpn,Rq Ñ C as in
(2.23). Set i  ?1. For any α, β P glpn,Rq we define a differential operator Dα iβ
acting on F by the rule
Dα iβ : Dα   iDβ.
The differential operators Dα iβ generate an algebra of differential operators which is iso-
morphic to the universal enveloping algebra Upgq where g  glpn,Cq.
Fix an integer n ¥ 1. LetK8  Opn,Rq. We define a pg, K8q-module to be a complex
vector space V with actions
pig : Upgq Ñ EndpV q, piK8 : K8 Ñ GLpV q, (3.1)
such that for each v P V the subspace of V spanned by tpiK8pkq.v | k P K8 u is finite
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dimensional, and the actions pig and piK8 satisfy the relations
pigpDαqpiK8pkq  piK8pkqpigpDk1αkq






for all α P glpn,Rq such that exppαq P Opn,Rq. We denote this pg, K8q-module as ppi, V q
where pi  ppig, piK8q.
Let ppi, V q be the pg, K8q-module. For each v P V define a vector space Wv  V to be
the span of tpiK8pkq.v | k P K8 u and define a homomorphism ρv : K8 Ñ GLpWvq given
by ρvpkq.w  piK8pkq.w for all k P K8 and w P Wv. Then ppi, V q is admissible, if for each
finite dimensional representation pρ,W q of K8, the span of tv P V | pρv,Wvq  pρ,W qu
is finite dimensional. Let ppi, V q be a pg, K8)-module. Then it is said to be unramified or
spherical if there exists a nonzero vector v P V such that
piK8pkq.v  v p for all k P K8q.
Otherwise, it is said to be ramified.
The pg, K8q-module ppi, V q is said to be unitary if there exists a positive definite Her-





, ppigpDαq.v, wq   pv, pigpDαq.wq ,
for all v, w P V , k P K8 and α P glpn,Rq.
Theorem 3.1. Fix an integer n ¥ 1.
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(i) If ppi, V q is a unitary representation of GLpn,Rq then there is a dense subspace
Vpg,K8q  V such that pppig, piK8q, Vpg,K8qq is a unitary pg, K8q-module called the
underlying pg, K8q-module of ppi, V q.
(ii) If pppig, piK8q, V q is a unitary pg, K8q-module, then there exists a unitary representa-
tion ppi, VGLpn,Rqq of GLpn,Rq such that pppig, piK8q, V q is isomorphic to the underly-
ing pg, K8q-module of ppi, VGLpn,Rqq.
(iii) A unitary representation of GLpn,Rq is irreducible if and only if its underlying
pg, K8q-module is irreducible. Moreover, two irreducible unitary representations of
GLpn,Rq are isomorphic if and only if their underlying pg, K8q-modules are isomor-
phic.
Proof. Theorem 14.8.11 in [13].
Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. Consider a prime v  p   8, and G  GLpn,Qpq. A
representation of GLpn,Qpq is a pair of ppi, V q where V is a complex vector space and
pi : GLpn,Qpq Ñ GLpV q is a homomorphism. Such a representation is smooth if for any
vector ξ P V there exists an open subgroup Uξ  GLpn,Qpq such that pipgqξ  ξ for any
g P Uξ. It is admissible if for any r ¥ 1, the space
tξ P V | pipkqξ  ξ, for all k P Kr u
is finite dimensional where
Kr  tk P GLpn,Zpq | k  In P pr Matpn,Zpqu .
If ppi, V q is an irreducible smooth representation ofGLpn,Qpq then there exists a unique








ξ  ωpipaqξ for any
a P Qp and ξ P V . This character ωpi is called the central character associated to the
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representation ppi, V q. A smooth representation ppi, V q of GLpn,Qpq is said to be unitary
if V is equipped with a positive definite Hermitian form p, q : V  V Ñ C and
ppipgqv, pipgqwq  pv, wq , p@g P GLpn,Qpqq.
A representation ppi, V q of GLpn,Qpq is termed unramified or spherical if there exists a
nonzero GLpn,Zpq fixed vector ξ P V . Otherwise it is said to be ramified.
3.2 Adelic automorphic forms and automorphic representations





be the standard maximal compact subgroup of GLpn,Aq. In this section we review adelic
automorphic forms and automorphic representations for pA GLpn,QqqzGLpn,Aq. As in
the previous section, the main reference is [13].
Definition 3.2. Let n ¥ 1 be an integer and φ : GLpn,Aq Ñ C be a function.
(i) Smoothness: A function φ is said to be smooth if for every fixed g0 P GLpn,Aq,
there exists an open set U  GLpn,Aq, containing g0 and a smooth function φU8 :
GLpn,Rq Ñ C such that φpxq  φU8px8q for all x  tx8, x2, . . . , xp, . . .u P U .
(ii) Moderate growth: For each place v of Q define a norm function || ||v on GLpn,Qvq
by ||g||v : max pt|gi,j|v, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ nu Y t| det g|vuq. Define a norm function || ||
on GLpn,Aq by ||g|| : ±v ||gv||v. Then we say a function φ is of moderate growth
if there exist constants C,B ¡ 0 such that |φpgq|   C||g||B for all g P GLpn,Aq.
(iii) Kpn,Aq-finiteness: A function φ is said to be right Kpn,Aq-finite if the set
tφpgkq | k P Kpn,Aqu, of all right translates of φpgq generates a finite dimensional
vector space.
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(iv) ZpUpgqq-finiteness: Let ZpUpgqq denote the center of the universal enveloping al-
gebra of g  glpn,Cq. Then we say a function φ is ZpUpgqq-finite if the set
tDφpgq | D P ZpUpgqqu generates a finite dimensional vector space.
Definition 3.3. (Adelic automorphic form on GLpn,Aq with trivial central character)
Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. An automorphic form for GLpn,Aq with trivial central character
is a smooth function φ : GLpn,Aq Ñ C which satisfies the following five properties:
(i) φpγgq  φpgq, @g P GLpn,Aq, γ P GLpn,Qq;
(ii) φpzgq  φpgq, @g P GLpn,Aq, z P A;
(iii) φ is right Kpn,Aq-finite;
(iv) φ is ZpUpgqq-finite;
(v) φ is of moderate growth.




ϕpugq du  0
for any proper parabolic subgroups P pAq of GLpn,Aq and for all g P GLpn,Aq. Here U
is the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup P defined in Definition 2.1.
Let ApAzGLpn,Aqq denote the C-vector space of all adelic automorphic forms for
GLpn,Aq with the trivial central character. Let AcusppAzGLpn,Aqq denote the C-vector
space of all adelic cuspidal forms for GLpn,Aq with the central character.
Let Afinite denote the finite adeles. For an integer n ¥ 1, let GLpn,Afiniteq denote the
multiplicative subgroup of all afinite P GLpn,Aq of the form afinite  tIn, a2, a3, . . . , ap, . . .u
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where ap P GLpn,Qpq for all finite primes p and ap P GLpn,Zpq for all but finitely many
primes p. We define the action
pifinite : GLpn,Afiniteq Ñ GLpApAzGLpn,Aqqq
as follows. For φ P ApAzGLpn,Aqq let
pifinitepafiniteq.φpgq : φpgafiniteq,
for all g P GLpn,Aq, afinite P GLpn,Afiniteq.
Definition 3.4. Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. Let g  glpn,Cq and K8  Opn,Rq. We define a
pg, K8q GLpn,Afiniteq-module to be a complex vector space V with actions
pig : Upgq Ñ EndpV q, piK8 : K8 Ñ GLpV q, pifinite : GLpn,Afiniteq Ñ GLpV q,
such that ppig, piK8q and V form a pg, K8q-module, and the actions ppig, piK8q and pifinite
commute. The ordered pair ppppig, piK8q, pifiniteq , V q is said to be a pg, K8qGLpn,Afiniteq-
module.
(i) The representation ppppig, piK8q, pifiniteq , V q is smooth if every vector v P V is fixed by
some open compact subgroup of GLpn,Afiniteq under the action pifinite.
(ii) The representation ppppig, piK8q, pifiniteq , V q is admissible if it is smooth and for any
fixed open compact subgroup K 1  GLpn,Afiniteq, and any fixed finite-dimensional
representation ρ of SOpn,Rq, the set of vectors in V fixed by K 1 and generate a
subrepresentation under the action of SOpn,Rq (which is isomorphic to ρ) spans a
finite dimensional space.
(iii) The representation ppppig, piK8q, pifiniteq , V q is irreducible if it is nonzero and has no
proper nonzero subspace preserved by the actions pi.
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Definition 3.5. (Automorphic representation) Let n ¥ 1 be an integer. An automorphic
(resp. cuspidal) representation with the trivial central character is an irreducible smooth
pg, K8qGLpn,Afiniteq-module which is isomorphic to a subquotient ofApAzGLpn,Aqq
(resp. AcusppAzGLpn,Aqq).
3.3 Principal series for GLpn,Qvq
Again the main reference for this section is [13].
Definition 3.6. (Modular quasi-character) Let n ¥ 2 and fix a prime v ¤ 8. The

















P P pn,Qvq. Here P pn,Qvq is the minimal parabolic subgroup defined
in (2.6).
Let χ : Apn,Qvq Ñ C be a character. Then we can extend the character χ to the
minimal parabolic P pn,Qvq as
χ


















Definition 3.7. (Principal series) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and fix a prime v ¤ 8. Let χ be
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a character of Apn,Qvq. Denote
Ind
GLpn,Qvq
P pn,Qvq pχq (3.3)
:
#
f : GLpn,Qvq Ñ C




for all u P Npn,Qvq, m P P pn,Qvq, g P GLpn,Qvq
+
.
















the principal series representation of GLpn,Qvq associated to χ.
For each v ¤ 8 and n ¥ 1 define
Kvpnq :
"
Opn,Rq, if v  8
GLpn,Zpq, if v  p, finite prime.
Let χ : Apn,Qvq{pKvpnq X Apn,Qvqq Ñ C be a character, i.e., a spherical character of
Apn,Qvq. There exists


















 1 for any a P Qv , then `v,1pχq       
`v,npχq  0 so `vpχq P aCpnq. If χ is unitary, then `v,jpχq P iR for j  1, . . . , n.
Let ` P Cn and χvp`q be the spherical character of Apn,Qvq which is associated to















. It is called the spherical representation asso-
ciated to ` (or χvp`q). We abuse notation and denote IndGLpn,QvqP pn,Qvq pχvp`qq as the vector space
of the representation pivp`q.
For each `  p`1, . . . , `nq P Cn, define the function ϕ` with parameter ` P Cn by
ϕ`





























P P pn,Qvq and k P Kvpnq. Then ϕ` P IndGLpn,QvqP pn,Qvq pχvp`qq for any
` P Cn, and it is unique.
Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and v  8. For ν  pν1, . . . , νn1q P Cn1 we have already
defined the eigenfunction Iν of Casimir operators of type ν in (2.25) and defined the Lang-
lands parameter `8pνq P Cn in Definition 2.10. Then Iνpzq  ϕ`8pνqpzq. Conversely, for
each `  p`1, . . . , `nq P aCpnq, as in (2.33), and for j  1, . . . , n 1, we have
νjp`q  1
n
p`j  `j 1  1q,
and
ϕ`pzq  pdetpzqq 1n p
°n
k1 `k n2k 12 q 
n1¹
j1










Definition 3.8. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and ` P aCpnq. Fix a place v ¤ 8. Then pivp`q
is an irreducible spherical representation of GLpn,Qvq associated to ` with trivial central
character. Define:
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• v  8, for j  1, . . . , n 1,
λpjq8 p`q : λνp`qp∆pjqn q (3.6)
where νp`q P Cn1 as in (2.33) and λνp`q is the Harish-Chandra character defined in
(2.27);





3.4 Spherical generic unitary representations of GLpn,Qvq




e2piitxu if v   8,





j, if x  °8jk ajpj P Qp with k ¡ 0, 0 ¤ aj ¤ p 1,
0, otherwise,
if v  p   8.
Definition 3.10. (Whittaker model for a representation of GLpn,Qvq) Fix an integer
n ¥ 1 and v  p a finite prime or v  8. Let ev : Qv Ñ C be the additive character in












: evpa1u1,2        an1un1,nq (3.8)
for ui,j P Qv, p1 ¤ i   j ¤ nq with ai P Qv , pi  1, . . . , n 1q.
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(i) For v  p, let ppi, V q be a complex representation of GLpn,Qpq. A Whittaker model
for ppi, V q relative to ψp is the representation ppi1,Wq  ppi, V q whereW is a space of
Whittaker functions relative to ψ, i.e., of locally constant functionsW : GLpn,Qpq Ñ
C satisfying
W pugq  ψppuqW pgq
for all u P Npn,Qpq, g P GLpn,Qpq and pi1 is given by the right translation.
(ii) For v  8, let ppi, V q be a pg, K8q-module where g  glpn,Cq and K8  Opn,Rq.
Following Theorem 3.1, we refer to ppi, V q as a representation of GLpn,Rq. A Whit-
taker model for ppi, V q relative to ψ8 is the representation ppi1,Wq  ppi, V q whereW
is a space of Whittaker functions relative to ψ8, i.e., of smooth functions of moderate
growth satisfying
W pugq  ψ8puqW pgq
for all u P Npn,Rq, g P GLpn,Rq and pi1 is given as in (3.1).








 exppu1,2        un1,nq. Then
Jacquet’s Whittaker WJp ; ν, 1q for some ν P Cn1 defined in (2.41) is the Whittaker func-
tion relative to ψ8. Moreover, for every automorphic cuspidal smooth function f , the
Fourier coefficient









 expp2piipm1un1,n    mjunj,nj 1    mn1u1,2qq
for m1, . . . ,mn1 P Z.
Definition 3.12. (Generic representation of GLpn,Qvq) Fix an integer n ¥ 1, let v be a
finite prime or v  8, and let ψv be an additive character as in (3.8). A representation
ppi, V q of GLpn,Qvq is said to be generic relative to ψv if it has a Whittaker model relative
to ψv as in Definition 3.10.
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Definition 3.13. (Spherical generic character) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and v ¤ 8 be a
prime. If there exist
• an integer 0 ¤ r   n
2
and t1, . . . , tr P R,
• real numbers α1, . . . , αr P p0, 12q,
such that
`v  p`v,1, . . . , `v,nq P aCpnq (3.9)
 pα1   it1,α1   it1, . . . , αr   itr,αr   itr, itr 1, . . . , itnrq,
then the character χvp`vq : P pn,Qvq Ñ C is called a spherical generic character.
Theorem 3.14. (Classification of irreducible spherical unitary generic representations)
Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and v ¤ 8 be a place of Q. Let pi be an irreducible spherical uni-
tary generic representaiton of Qv zGLpn,Qvq. Then there exists ` P aCpnq which satisfies
the condition in Definition 3.13 such that pi  pivp`q.
3.5 Quasi-Automorphic parameter and Quasi-Maass form
Let A be the ring of adeles over Q. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. Let pi be a cuspidal automor-
phic representation of GLpn,Aq. The representation pi is unramified or spherical if there
exists a vector v P Vpi (the complex vector space of pi), such that pipkqv  v for any
k P Kpn,Aq  Opn,Rq±pGLpn,Zpq.
Let pi be an unramified cuspidal automorphic representation of AzGLpn,Aq. Then by
the tensor product theorem ([11], [17], [8]), there exist local generic spherical unitary rep-
resentations piv of Qv zGLpn,Qvq for v ¤ 8 such that pi  b
v¤8
1piv. Since piv’s are generic,
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unitary, and spherical, there exist an automorphic parameter σ  tσv P aCpnq, v ¤ 8u
where σv satisfies conditions in Definition 3.13 for any v ¤ 8, such that piv  pivpσvq. So,
pi  b1vpivpσvq and we may denote
pipσq : b1vpivpσvq  pi. (3.10)
Definition 3.15. (Quasi-Automorphic Parameters) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and let M
be a set of primes including 8. Let `M  t`v P aCpnq, v PMu satisfy the conditions in
Definition 3.13. Then `M is called a quasi-automorphic parameter for M .
By the tensor product theorem combined with the multiplicity one theorem, for any un-
ramified cuspidal automorphic representation pi for AzGLpn,Aq, there is an automorphic
parameter σ for t8, 2, 3, . . . , u such that pipσq  pi as in (3.10) and σ is also a quasi-
automorphic parameter. There exists a unique Hecke-Maass form Fσ of type νpσ8q such
that
• ∆pjqn Fσ  λpjq8 pσ8qFσ, ( for j  1, . . . , n 1),
• T pjqp Fσ  λpjqp pσpqFσ, (for j  1, . . . , n 2), for any finite prime p.
See [13] for more explanation. So, `vpFσq  `vpσvq for any v ¤ 8. Conversely, let F
be a Hecke-Maass form of type ν P Cn1. Then there exists a unique unramified cuspidal
automorphic representation pipσF q for AzGLpn,Aq such that
• νpσF,8q  ν, so `8pνq  `8pF q  `8pσF,8q;
• σF,p  `ppF q and for each r  1, . . . , n 1, we have
AF p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1q  λprqp pσF,pq,
where AF p1, . . . , 1, p, 1, . . . , 1q is the p1, . . . , 1, p, 1 . . . , 1qth Fourier coefficient as in
Lemma 2.23.
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Definition 3.16. (Quasi-Maass Form) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and M be a set of primes





qn, (if M is a finite set)
L  8, (if M is an infinite set),
(3.11)






























where A`M p1, . . . , 1q  1 and A`M pm1, . . . ,mn1q P C satisfy the multiplicative condition
in (2.46), if this series is absolutely convergent. For r  1, . . . , n1 and any prime q PM ,
A`M p1, . . . , 1, qloooomoooon
r





Then F`M is called a quasi-Maass form of `M of length L.





























a1,1    a1,n1
a2,1    a2,n1
...
...
an1,1    an1,n1
P Npn 1,ZqzSLpn 1,Zq
and xγ, yγ are defined by p γ 1 q z  xγ  yγ P Hn by Iwasawa decomposition, for
xγ P Npn,Rq as in (2.7) and yγ P Apn,R q as in (2.8).
(ii) For any γ P Pn1,1pZq X SLpn,Zq, we have
F`M pγzq  F`M pzq, pz P Hnq. (3.14)
(iii) For j  1, . . . , n 1
∆pjqn F`M  λpjq8 p`8qF`M ,
and for any finite prime q PM , j  1, . . . , n 1,
T pjqq F`M  λpjqq p`qqF`M ,
where λpjqv p`vq is defined in Definition 3.8 for v PM . Moreover, `vpF`M q  `v for any
v PM . For any integer 1 ¤ m ¤ L, we have
TmF`M  A`M pm, 1, . . . , 1qF`M .
Definition 3.18. (-closeness) Let n ¥ 2 and  ¡ 0.
(i) For v ¤ 8, let pivp`vq and pivpσvq be irreducible unramified unitary generic represen-
tations of GLpn,Qvq as in Theorem 3.14 with parameters `v, σv P aCpnq satisfying
the condition in Definition 3.13. The representations pivp`vq and pivpσvq are -close if
m¸
j1
λpjqv p`vq  λpjqv pσvq2    (3.15)
where m  n 1 for v  8 and m  tn
2
u for v   8.
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(ii) LetM andM 1 be sets of primes including8 and let `M and σM 1 be quasi-automorphic
parameters for M and M 1 respectively as in Definition 3.15. Let S  M XM 1 be a











λpjqq p`qq  λpjqq pσqq2   . (3.16)
We obtain a condition for -closeness with a given quasi-automorphic parameter in the
following Lemma. The idea of the lemma and its proof are generalizations of Lemma 1 in
[3], 3.1.
Lemma 3.19. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and M be a set of places of Q including 8. Let
`M be a quasi-automorphic parameter for M as in Definition 3.15. Let S  M be a finite











||  T pjqq  λpjqq p`qq f ||22     ||f ||22 (3.17)
for some  ¡ 0, then there exists an unramified cuspidal automorphic representation pipσq
as in (3.10) such that the parameters `M and σ are -close for S.
Proof. By the spectral decomposition, the spaceL2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq is spanned by Hecke-
Maass forms ujpzq with ||uj||22  1 for j  1, 2, . . .. For each uj there exists an unramified
cuspidal automorphic representation pipσjq  b1vpipσj,vq such that `vpujq  `vpσj,vq for any
v ¤ 8.






For  ¡ 0, let





〈f, uj〉ujpzq P L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq .
Assume that f is a smooth automorphic function which satisfies (3.17). Then



















λpkqq pσj,qq  λpjqq p`qq2
,.-












||  T pkqq  λpkqq p`qq f ||22
,.-
¡ 0.
Therefore, Up`Mq  H.
Definition 3.20. (Automorphic Lifting of Quasi-Maass forms) Let n ¥ 2 and M be a
set of primes including 8 and let `M be a quasi-automorphic parameter. Let F`M be a
quasi-Maass form of `M . Define
rF`M pzq : F`M pγzq, p for any z P Hn and a unique γ P SLpn,Zq such that γz P Fnq.
(3.18)
We say rF`M is an automorphic lifting of a quasi-Maass form. Here Fn is the fundamental
domain described in Proposition 2.8.











where Fn is the fundamental domain described in Proposition 2.8. By (3.14), we have
rF`M pzq  F`M pzq, pz P Fnq. (3.20)
(ii) Since F`M is square-integrable, rF`M P L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq. However rF is not contin-




4.1 Harmonic Analysis for GLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqq
For vectors v  pv1, . . . , vnq, v1  pv11, . . . , v1nq P Cn, the inner product 〈 , 〉 : Cn Cn Ñ




vj  v1j P C.
We define the norm ||v|| :a〈v, v〉. For any w P Wn, define
w.v :  vσwp1q, . . . , vσwpnq (4.1)
where σw is the permutation on n symbols corresponding to w defined byvσwp1q . . .
vσwpnq
 w
v1 . . .
vn
w1.
Then for any v, v1 P Cn and w P Wn
〈w.v, w.v1〉  〈v, v1〉 .
For n ¥ 2, apnq is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of A1pn,R q which is isomorphic to
A1pn,R q  Apn,Rq{pR  pOpn,Rq X Apn,Rqqq via the exponential map in (2.17).
Let χ : A1pn,R q Ñ C be a character. Since A1pn,R q  Apn,Rq{pR  Opn,Rqq,









with `8,1pχq        `8,npχq  0, and it is a one-to-one correspondence. Define
apnq : t`  p`1, . . . , `nq P Rn | `1        `n  0u , (4.2)
aCpnq : apnq   iapnq  Hompa8pnq,Cq.
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Then aCpnq is isomorphic to the group of characters of A1pn,R q and iapnq  aCpnq is
isomorphic to the set of unitary characters of A1pn,R q and this has the R-vector space
structure. For any character χ : A1pn,R q Ñ C, we may write

















Then for any a P A1pn,R q, we have
e〈ρ,ln a〉  δ8paq 12 ,
where δ8 is the modular quasi-character defined in (3.6).
By the Iwasawa decomposition, for any g P GLpn,Rq, we have
HIwapgq P apnq, npgq P Npn,Rq, kpgq P Opn,Rq (4.4)
such that g  |det g| 1n8  npgq  exppHIwapgqq  kpgq.
For each ` P aCpnq and g P GLpn,Rq, we defined the function ϕ`pgq in (3.5). Then
ϕ`pgq  e〈` ρ,HIwapgq〉  Iνp`qpgq. (4.5)
For any w P Wn, the Weyl group, we have
ϕ`ρpwgq  e〈`,HIwapwgq〉  e〈`,wHIwapgq〉  e〈w1.`,HIwapgq〉  ϕw.`ρpgq.
This explains the definition of the action of the Weyl group Wn on ν P Cn1 in (2.28).
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Let H paCpnqqWn be the space of holomorphic functions on aCpnq, which are invariant
under the action of Wn, the Weyl group of GLpn,Rq. Define the spherical transform:
C8c
 
Opn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqq ãÑ H paCpnqqWn
Definition 4.1. (Spherical Transform) For any compactly supported, smooth, bi-Opn,Rq-
invariant function k P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pOpn,Rq  Rqq, the spherical transformpkp`q P C is defined as the corresponding eigenvalue of the convolution operator associated
to k, i.e.,
ϕ`  kpgq 
»
GLpn,Rq{R





where ϕ` is the eigenfunction of ZpDnq with the parameter `, defined in (4.5).








for any g P GLpn,Rq. Then β` is called the spherical function of type `. Moreover, β` is
pR Opn,Rqq-bi-invariant function. i.e., for any ξ1, ξ2 P Opn,Rq, we have
β`pξ1  g  ξ2q  β`pgq.
The spherical function is again an eigenfunction of the convolution operator whose
eigenvalue is the corresponding spherical transform. For any compactly supported, smooth,
bi-Opn,Rq-invariant function k P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqqq, we have
β`  kpgq  pkp`qβ`pgq.
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We recall the following inversion formula for the spherical transform as given in [18].










ΓRpαk  αj   1qΓRpk   jqΓRpαk  αjqΓRpk   j   1q
2 , (4.9)
for α  pα1, . . . , αnq P iapnq, and





We recall the Paley-Wiener theorem from [19].
Theorem 4.3. (Paley-Wiener)
(i) Let k P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqq, such that kpgq  0 for any g P
GLpn,Rq with || lnApgq|| ¡ δ for some δ ¡ 0. Then the spherical transform pk P
H paCpnqqWn . Moreover, for any integer N , there exists a constant CN ¡ 0 such thatpkp`q ¤ CN  p1  ||`||qN  eδ||<p`q||
for any ` P aCpnq.
(ii) Assume that Rδ P H paCpnqqWn (for δ ¡ 0) satisfies the following condition. For any
integer N there exists a constant CN ¡ 0 such that
|Rδp`q| ¤ CN  p1  ||`||qN  eδ||<p`q|| (4.10)
for any ` P aCpnq. Then there exists Hδ P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqqq






Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and f be a smooth function on Hn. For D P ZpDnq and
any k P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqqq, since D is invariant under the action of
GLpn,Rq, we have
D pf  kq pzq  pDfq  kpzq
if the integral is absolutely convergent. Let S be a Hecke operator and f be a function on
Hn. Then
S pf  kq pzq  pSfq  kpzq
when the integral is absolutely convergent. Therefore, the convolution operator associated
to the function k P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqqq commutes with the Hecke op-
erators S if the integral is absolutely convergent and also commutes with any D P ZpDnq
if the function is smooth and the integral is absolutely convergent.
Let D pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{ pR Opn,Rqqq be the space of Opn,Rq-bi-invariant com-
pactly supported distributions on GLpn,Rq{R. For any compactly supported distribu-
tion T P D pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{ pR Opn,Rqqq, the spherical transform pT p`q (for any
` P aCpnq) is defined to be the scalar by which T acts on the function ϕ`. Furthermore, by
[16], for any R P H pa8pnqqWn satisfying an inequality
|Rp`q| ¤ Cp1  ||`||qNeδ||<p`q||, p` P aCpnqq (4.11)
for some positive constantsC,N and δ, there exists a distribution bi-pR Opn,Rqq-invariant
distribution T such that its spherical transform pT p`q  Rp`q for any ` P aCpnq.
For any T P D pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{ pR Opn,Rqqq we define the spectral norm
||T ||spec : sup
`PaC pnq,
pi8p`pχqq, unitary
|pT p`q|, (if finite). (4.12)
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4.2 Annihilating operator 6np
The annihilating operator maps L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq Ñ L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq, and has the
property that it has a purely cuspidal image.
Lemma 4.4. (Construction of 6np ) Let n ¥ 2 and fix a prime p. For any `1  p`1,1, . . . , `1,nq,
`2  p`2,1, . . . , `2,nq P aCpnq, define










1 pp`1,i1  `1,ik qp`2,j1  `2,jk q . (4.13)
Then there exists an operator denoted 6np , which is a polynomial in convolution operators
(associated to some compactly supported bi-pOpn,Rq  Rq-distributions), and in Hecke
operators at p, satisfies
6npfpzq  p6np p`8pfq, `ppfqq  fpzq, pz P Hnq.
Here f is a smooth function on Hn which is also an eigenfunction of ZpDnq and the Hecke
operators at p. The parameter `8pfq  `8pνq, as in (2.30), since f is an eigenfunction of
type ν P Cn1, and the parameter `ppfq is defined in (2.49).
Remark 4.5. Before proving this Lemma we give an example of 6np for the cases n  2 and
n  3.
(i) For n  2, we have
62p  Tp2   T 2p  2TpLκ   1 (4.14)
where Lκ is the convolution operator associated to the distribution κ such that pκp`q 
p`1   p`2 for any `  p`1, `2q P aCp2q. This operator satisfies 62p  ℵ2 for the operator
ℵ constructed in 2, [19].
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(ii) Let n  3. For j  1, 2, 3, define the compactly supported bi-ROpn,Rq-distributions
κj such that
pκ1p`q  p`1   p`2   p`3 , yκ1p`q  p`1   p`2   p`3 ,
pκ2p`q  yκ1p`q2   3 pκ1p`q, yκ2p`q  pκ1p`q2  3yκ1p`q,zκ3p`q   pκ2p`q  pκ1p`q, and yκ3p`q  yκ2p`q yκ1p`q,
for any `  p`1, `2, `3q P aCpnq. Then
63p  TpLκ3   T 2pLκ2  T 3p  TppT p2qp q2Lκ1 (4.15)
  T 2p T p2qp Lκ1   pT p2qp q2Lκ2   pT p2qp q3   T p2qp Lκ3 .
Proof for Lemma 4.4. For any w1, w2 P Wn (the Weyl group of GLpn,Rq), we have
p6np pw1.`1, w2.`2q  p6np p`1, `2q,
where p6np p`1, `2q is holomorphic and satisfies the condition (4.11) for both `1, `2 P aCpnq.
For each 1 ¤ k ¤ tn
2




 1B1,kp`qx       p1qrBr,kp`qxr        p1qdkpnqxdkpnq
for any `  p`1, . . . , `nq P aCpnq, where dkpnq  n!k!pnkq! . For each 1 ¤ r ¤ dkpnq  1, the
coefficients
Br,kp`q P H paCpnqqWn


































For 1 ¤ j ¤ rdkpnq, we have,
aj,kp`1q, bj,kp`2q P H paCpnqqWn
satisfies (4.11) because aj,kp`1q (resp. bj,kp`2q) is a polynomial in Br,kp`1q (resp. Br,kp`2q)
(for 1 ¤ r ¤ dkpnq). So there exist compactly supported bi-pR Opn,Rqq-invariant
distributions κpkqj whose spherical transform is aj,kp`1q. For each 1 ¤ k ¤ tn2 u and
1 ¤ j ¤ rdkpnq, let Lκpkqj be the convolution operator associated to the distribution κpkqj .
We also have the p-adic version of Theorem 4.3 as explained in [19] (also see [9]). So
there exist Hecke operators Spkqj such that
S
pkq
j f  bj,kp`ppfqq  f














6npf  p6np p`8pfq, `ppfqq  f
where f is an eigenfunction of Casimir operators and the Hecke operators.
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Since we use distributions to define 6np , the operator is well defined in the space of
smooth functions. For any δ ¡ 0, let
Upδq : tg P GLpn,Rq | || lnApgq|| ¤ δu . (4.16)
LetHδ be a bi-pROpn,Rqq-invariant compactly supported smooth function with supppHδq 
Upδq, i.e., Hδpgq  0 for any g R Upδq. We define the operator Hδ6np to be
Hδ6npF  6np pF Hδq (4.17)
for a function F : Hn Ñ C which makes the integral convergent. By the Paley-Wiener
Theorem 4.3, the operator Hδ6np is a polynomial in convolution operators (associated to the
bi-pR  Opn,Rqq-invariant, compactly supported smooth functions), and in Hecke oper-
ators at the prime p. Then the operator Hδ6np can be defined for the functions in L2pHnq
and
zHδ6np p`1, `2q  xHδp`1q  p6np p`1, `2q (4.18)
where `j  p`j,1, . . . , `j,nq P aCpnq for j  1, 2.
Proposition 4.6. Let n ¥ 2 and p be a prime. Let Epzq be an Eisenstein series as in
Definition 2.28. Then
p6np p`8pEq, `ppEqq  0 and 6npE  0 (4.19)
for any prime p. Let φ be a self-dual Hecke-Maass form as in Proposition 2.26. Then
p6np p`8pφq, `ppφqq  0 and 6npφ  0. (4.20)
Moreover, for any constant C P C,
6npC  0. (4.21)
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Proof. Let n  n1        nr with 1 ¤ n1, . . . , nr   n and r ¥ 2. For each i  1, . . . , r
let φi be either a Hecke-Maass form for SLpni,ZqzHni of type µi  pµi,1, . . . , µi,ni1q P
Cni1 or a constant with µi  p0, . . . , 0q. Let t  pt1, . . . , trq P Cr with n1t1    nrtr 
0. Let Epzq : EPn1,...,nr pz; t;φ1, . . . , φrq be an Eisenstein series as in Definition 2.28. Let












for any prime p. Therefore,
1 pp`8,ηi 1pEq  `8,ηi ni pEqqp`p,ηi 1pEq  `p,ηi ni pEqq  0
and p6np p`8pEq, `ppEqq  0.
Let φ be a self-dual Maass form for SLpn,Zq. Then by Remark 2.27,
`vpφq  `vpφq
up to permutations, for any place v ¤ 8. So either there exists 1 ¤ j ¤ n such that
`v,jpφq  0 or there exist 1 ¤ j  j1 ¤ n such that `v,jpφq   `v,j1pφq  0. Thereforep6np p`8pφq, `ppφqq  0.
Let C P C be a constant. Then
C  C  I0pzq
for any z P Hn and
`8pCq 














So 1 p`8,jpCq`p,jpCq  0 for any j  1, . . . , n. Therefore, p6np p`8pCq, `ppCqq  0.
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The idea of the following theorem and its proof is in [19].
Theorem 4.7. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer and p be a prime. Let δ ¡ 0 andHδ  0 be a bi-pR
Opn,Rqq-invariant compactly supported smooth function with supppHδq  Upδq. Then the
space of the image of Hδ6np on L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is cuspidal and infinite dimensional. So
there are infinitely many non self-dual Hecke-Maass forms.
Proof. The Langlands spectral decomposition states that
L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq
 L2cont pSLpn,ZqzHnq ` L2residue pSLpn,ZqzHnq ` L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq
where L2cusp denote the space of Maass forms, L
2
residue consists of iterated residues of
Eisenstein series and L2cont is the space spanned by integrals of Eisenstein series. The
Eisenstein series are studied in §2.6. So, for any f P L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq there exists
fcontpzq P L2cont, fresiduepzq P L2residue and fcusppzq P L2cusp such that
fpzq  fcontpzq   fresiduepzq   fcusppzq.
By Proposition 4.6, for any Eisenstein series E and constant C, we have 6npE  6npC  0.
Since the invariant integral operators and Hecke operators preserve the space of cuspidal
functions,
Hδ6npf  Hδ6npfcusp P L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq .
Therefore the image of Hδ6np on L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is cuspidal.
We will show that the image ofHδ6np on L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is infinite dimensional. First
we show that it is non-zero. Take α8  pα8,1, . . . , α8,nq, αp  pαp,1, . . . , αp,nq P aCpnq
such that xHδpα8q  p6np pα8, αpq  0 and α8 and αp satisfies the condition in Definition 3.13.
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As in Definition 3.16, we construct a quasi-Maass form F of type νpα8q for t8, pu and of




























AF p1, . . . , 1, ploooomoooon
j
, 1, . . . , 1q 
¸
1¤k1  kj¤n
ppαp,k1  αp,kj q, p for j  1, . . . , n 1q
and AF ppk1 , . . . , pkn1q satisfies the multiplicative condition (2.46) and (2.47). Then
Hδ6npF pzq  xHδpα8q  p6np pα8, αpq  F pzq
for z P Hn.
Let rF be the automorphic lifting ofF as in Definition 3.20. Then rF P L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq
and Hδ6np rF P C8 X L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is cuspidal as we show above. To show that





1 x1,2 . . . x1,n







































then for any z P ΣT ,
Hδ6np rF pzq  xHδpα8qp6np pα8, αpq  F pzq.
By Lemma 4.8, for any z P ΣT , and for any T as in (4.23), we have
Hδ6np rF pzq  Hδ6npF pzq  xHδpα8q  p6np pα8, αpq  F pzq  0.
So Hδ6np rF  0. Therefore, the image of Hδ6np on L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is not empty.
Assume that the space of image of 6np on L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is finite dimensional. Let
6npU :
"
uj, a Hecke-Maass form of type µj P Cn1
 6npuj  0,and ||u||22  1
*
 H.
Then it is the basis of the space of image of Hδ6np . Since we assume that it is finite dimen-
sional, it follows that 6npU is a finite set. Suppose that the number of elements of 6npU is
B   8, where B is the positive integer and
6npU  tu1, . . . , uBu .
Then there are c1, . . . , cB P C such that




Compare Fourier coefficients on both sides. For nonnegative integers k1, . . . , kn1, the
ppk1 , . . . , pkn1qth Whittaker-Fourier coefficient for Hδ6np rF is
WHδ6np rF
 











1 v1,2 . . . v1,n






 e2piippk1vn1,n pk2vn2,n1  pk1v1,2q dvn1,n    dv1,2.
For each j  1, . . . , B, the Hecke-Maass form uj is of type µj P Cn1, and let




y1    yn1 . . .
1






















for any z P Hn. For z P ΣT , we have
WHδ6np rF

y1    yn1 . . .
1
; pk1 , . . . , pkn1





























and xHδpα8q  p6np pα8, αpq  0 by our assumption. Fix k1      kn1  0. Since B is
a finite positive integer, it is possible to assume that νpα8q  µj for j  1, . . . , B. Then
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there are c11, . . . , c
1
B P C such that for y1, . . . , yn1 ¡ T , and
WJ












for at least one c1j  0 (for j  1, . . . , B). Assume that c11  0. Since WJ is an eigenfunc-
tion of ∆piqn , for y1, . . . , yn1 ¡ T and for any i  1, . . . , n 2, we have
 













λpiq8 p`8pµjqq  λpiq8 pα8q
 WJ





where λpiq8 pα8q and λpjq8 p`8pµjqq (for j  1, . . . , B and i  1, . . . , n1) are eigenvalues of
∆
piq
n as in (2.34). Since we assume that νpα8q  µ1, . . . , µB, there exists i  1, . . . , n 1
such that
λpiq8 p`8pµjqq  λpiq8 pα8q  0, p for j  1, . . . , Bq.
Again, there exist c22, . . . , c
2
M P C such that
WJ












for y1, . . . , yn1 ¡ T and c2j  0 for at least one j  2, . . . , B. So in a similar manner, we
deduce that there exists µ P tµ1, . . . , µBu such that
WJ





for any y1, . . . , yn1 ¡ T . This gives a contradiction. Therefore, 6npU should be an infinite
set. It follows that the image of Hδ6np on L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq is infinite dimensional.
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To complete the proof of the Theorem, we give a proof of Lemma 4.8.
Proof for Lemma 4.8. Let κ be a compactly supported function with support in Upδq. Let
t ¡ expp4δq. For any z P Σt, assume that || lnApzh1q|| ¤ δ for some h P GLpn,Rq. By
Iwasawa decomposition,
z  x
y1    yn1 . . .
1











v1    vn1 . . .
1
k,
for u P Npn,Rq, v1, . . . , vn1 ¡ 0 and k P Opn,Rq. Then by Lemma 2.5, for j 





vj ¥ yj  expp4δq ¥ t  expp4δq ¡ 1.
Then rF phq  F phq because Σ1  γPPn1,1pRqXSLpn,Zq γFn. So for z P Σt, we have






F phqκpzh1q dh  F  κpzq  pκpα8q  F pzq.







for any z P ΣT ,
TpB rF pzq  AF ppB, 1, . . . , 1q  F pzq.
The operatorHδ6np is a polynomial in Hecke operators and convolution operators associated
with compactly supported functions which have support in Upδq. By combining the above
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computations, for any z P ΣT , we obtain
Hδ6np rF pzq  xHδpα8q  p6np pα8, αpq  F pzq.














 ||f ||22 (4.25)
for any f P C8 XL2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq. Here dkpnq  n!k!pnkq! for k  1, . . . , tn2 u. Moreover,
for any Hδ P C8c pOpn,RqzGLpn,Rq{pR Opn,Rqqq and δ ¡ 0, there exists a positive
real number CHδ   8 such that













 ||f ||22 , (4.26)
for any f P L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq.
Proof. Since 6np kills the continuous part, we only need to consider cuspidal functions. For









 p6np p`8pujq, `ppujqq2 |〈f, uj〉|2 .
If there exists a constant A ¡ 0 such that
 p6np p`8pujq, `ppujqq ¤ A for any uj , then
||6npf ||22 ¤ A2  ||f ||22.
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By (4.13),



































for any `1, `2 P aCpnq. Recall the following theorem from [12].
Theorem 4.10. (Luo-Rudnick-Sarnak) Fix an integer n ¥ 2. Let f be a Hecke-Maass
form for SLpn,Zq. Then for j  1, . . . , n and any prime v ¤ 8, including 8,
< p`v,jpfqq ¤ 1
2
 1
n2   1 . (4.28)
For `1  `8puq and `2  `ppuq for any Hecke-Maass forms u, the last line of the (4.27)















































































By Theorem 4.3, for any Hecke-Maass form u, we havexHδp`8puqq ! p1  ||`8puq||q1eδ||<p`8puqq||.
By Theorem 4.10, ||<p`8puqq|| is bounded. So there exists a real positive constant CHδ
such that xHδp`8puqq ¤ CHδ
for any Hecke-Maass form u. Since Hδ6npf is cuspidal for any f P L2 pSLpn,ZqzHnq it
follows that











 ||f ||22 .
4.3 Example for Hδ
For any g P GLpn,Rq, by (2.13), we have




trpApgq2q  1  1
n
 








such that a1, . . . , an P R and a1        an  0. Then since
e2a1      e2an  1,
0 ¤ upgq, ( for g P GLpn,Rq),
and
upgq   1 ¤ expp2|| lnApgq||q, ( for any g P GLpn,Rq).
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We generalize the function used in [3]. Let φ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q be a smooth function
with supppφq  r0, 1s and » 8
0
φpxq dx  1.
For any δ ¡ 0, let Y  1
e2δ1 . Define
Hδpgq : φ pY  upgqq , ( for g P GLpn,Rq). (4.30)
Then Hδ is a compactly supported smooth bi-pR Opn,Rqq-invariant function. Since
φpY  upgqq  0 for upgq ¡ 1
Y
, we have
supppHδq  tg P GLpn,Rq | || lnApgq|| ¤ δ u .










, for 0   x   1;
0, otherwise,
(4.31)







dt. Then φ is always non-negative and it is a smooth function
with a support p0, 1q.
For any g 





P GLpn,Rq, we have
tr
 
tg  g  ¸
1¤i,j¤n
g2i,j : |det g|
2




||g||2  1, ( for g P GLpn,Rq).
Lemma 4.11. Take δ ¡ 0 such that  e2δ  1 ¤ 1 and
 
e2δ  1  »
Hn,
upzqt
1 dz ¤ 1, p for 0 ¤ t ¤ 1q,
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and let Hδ be a function defined in (4.30). Then we have»
Hn
Hδpzq dz ¤ 1.




































5.1 Approximate converse theorem
Let S be a finite set of primes including 8. Let qS : max tv P S | v   8u for S  t8u
and qS : 1 for S  t8u. For δ ¡ 0, define
BnpS; δq :
!
z R Fn  || lnApz1τq|| ¤ δ for some τ P Fn) (5.1)¤!
z P Fn










z R Fn for some








z R Fn  for some z P Fn, for somenon-negative integers α1        αn  tn2 u
,/./-
where Fn is the extended fundamental domain defined in (3.19).
We state the main theorem.
Theorem 5.1. (Approximate Converse Theorem) Let n ¥ 2 be an integer andM be a set
of primes including 8 and at least one finite prime. Let `M  t`v P aCpnq, v PMu be a
quasi-automorphic parameter for M and F`M be a quasi-Maass form of `M of length L as
in Definition 3.16. Let rF`M be the automorphic lifting of F`M in (3.18). Assume that there
exists a prime p P M such that p6np p`8, `pq  0. Let S  M be a finite subset including 8.
Choose arbitrary δ ¡ 0 and an arbitrary bi-pR Opn,Rqq-invariant compactly supported
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smooth function Hδ with supppHδq  Upδq, satisfying pHδp`8q  0.
Then there exists an unramified cuspidal automorphic representation pipσq  b1vpivpσvq




 rF`M  F`M 2  Cppn, S,Hδ; `8qp6np p`8, `pq2   pHδp`8q2  LpF`M q2 . (5.2)
Here Cppn, S,Hδ; `8q is a positive constant (which is determined by `8, the prime p and
Hδ) given explicitly as































































where dkpnq  n!k!pnkq! for k  1, . . . , tn2 u and CHδ ¡ 0 is a constant defined in Lemma 4.9
for Hδ. For r  1, . . . , n 1, we have
A`M p1, . . . , 1, qloooomoooon
r
, 1, . . . , 1q 
" °
1¤k1  kr¤n q
p`q,k1  `q,kr q, if q PM,
0, otherwise,
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and A`M p1, . . . , 1q  1 while A`M pm1, . . . ,mn1q is determined by the multiplicative re-

















Remark 5.2. (i) If  in (5.2) is sufficiently small, then by Remark 8 [4], pipσq is uniquely
determined.
(ii) The constant  in (5.2) mainly depends on sup
Bnpδ,Sq
 rF`M pzq  F`M pzq2. It is an inter-
esting problem to choose Hδ so that  is as small as possible.
(iii) Taking δ and Hδ is also important to get a good . We give an example for Hδ in §4.3.
(iv) For any finite set S, since the space BnpS; δq is bounded, there are finitely many
γ1, . . . , γr P SLpn,Zq such that
γ1F




 rF`M pzq  F`M pzq2  sup
Bnpδ,SqXFn
 |F`M pγjzq  F`M pzq|2 | j  1, . . . , r( .






as in [4], where σ8  pσ8,1, . . . , σ8,nq P aCpnq. Fix Q ¥ 2. By [4], for any
unramified cuspidal representation pi  bvpσvq of AzGLpn,Aq with Cppiq ¤ Q,
there exists a prime p ! logQ such that
p6np pσ8, σpq is sufficiently large.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof of Theorem 5.1. TakeHδ such that xHδp`8q  0. By Theorem 4.7, since p6np p`8, `pq 
0, the automorphic function Hδ6np rF`M  0 and
6np
 rF`M Hδ	  Hδ6np rF`M P L2cusp pSLpn,ZqzHnq .
If 6np
 rF`M Hδ	 satisfies (3.17) for  ¡ 0 then, by Lemma 3.19, there exists an unrami-
fied cuspidal representation with an automorphic parameter σ, which is -close to `M . Let
ν : νp`8q as in (2.33).
To get the lower bound for ||Hδ6np rF`M ||22, we use the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.3. For an integer n ¥ 2, let f be a square-integrable, cuspidal, automorphic,

























j dyj . Here
Wf pz;m1, . . . ,mn1q is the Fourier coefficient of f for m1, . . . ,mn1 P Z, defined by















, ui,j P R for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n and du 
±
1¤i j¤n dui,j .













 rF`M Hδ	 pzq  xHδp`8qp6np p`8, `pq  F`M pzq.
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Then for z P ΣT, 1
2
, and for integers 1 ¤ m1, . . . ,mn2, |mn1| ¤ L, the pm1, . . . ,mn1qth
Fourier coefficient for Hδ6np rF`M is
WHδ6np rF`M pz;m1, . . . ,mn1q








Therefore, by Lemma 5.3,



























Consider the case when v  8. For j  1, . . . , n  1, there exist λpjq8 p`8q P C as
in Definition 3.8 for the corresponding character associated to the parameter `8. So for
j  1, . . . , n 1, we have














 ||  ∆pjqn  λpjq8 p`8q rF`M Hδ||22 ,
since the operator 6np commutes with the invariant differential operators ∆pjqn . Since 
∆pjqn  λpjq8 p`8q

F`M Hδpzq  0
for any z P Hn, it follows that
||  ∆pjqn  λpjq8 p`8q rF`M Hδ||22  ||  ∆pjqn  λpjq8 p`8q  rF`M  F`M	 Hδ||22
 ||




















 rF`M  F`M 2  Vol pBnpS; δq X Fnq  »
GLpn,Rq{R
p∆pjqn  λpjq8 p`8qqHδ dξ
2 .
Consider the case when v  q   8 and q P S. For j  1, . . . , tn
2
u there exists λpjqq p`qq P
C, as in Definition 3.8, for the corresponding character associated to the parameter `q. Since
Hδ6np commutes with Hecke operators, it follows that














 C2Hδ  ||
 
T pjqq  λpjqq p`qq
 rF`M ||22 ,






q  λpjqq p`qq
	
F`M  0 and rF`M pzq  F`M pzq for z P Fn, we
have
||  T pjqq  λpjqq p`qq rF`M ||22  »
Fn




T pjqq  rF`M  F`M	 pzq2 dz.















cpk1,...,kjq  Tqk1   Tqkj







 rF`M  F`M	 pCkzq,
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where cpk1,...,kjq P Z and Ck’s are upper triangular matrices with integer coefficients which
are determined by Hecke operators in the first line. So
»
Fn












¤ Vol pBnpS; δq X Fnq   T pjqq 12  sup
BnpS;δq





2  Vol pBnpS; δq X Fnq  sup
BnpS;δq
 rF`M  F`M 2 .
To complete the proof of the main theorem, we give the proof of Lemma 5.3.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let f : SLpn,ZqzHn Ñ C be a cuspidal automorphic function,










where u1,nj 1, . . . , unj,nj 1 P R and 0ab is an abmatrix with 0 for every entry. Here
Npn,Rq  GLpn,Rq is the set of n  n unitary upper triangular matrices. We follow the
argument in 5.3, [12]. Let n ¥ 2 be an integer. Fix j  1, . . . , n 1. For m1, . . . ,mj P Z,
define






f pun  un1   unj 1zq







Then for m1, . . . ,mn1 P Z,
fn1pz;m1, . . . ,mn1q  Wf pz;m1, . . . ,mn1q.
Let f0pzq : fpzq with z P Hn. By following the proof of Theorem 5.3.2, [12], we can
also prove the following.
(i) For j  1, . . . , n 1, we have







fj1punj 1z;m1, . . . ,mj1qe2piimjunj,nj 1 dunj 1.
(ii) Fix j  1, . . . , n 2. For positive m1, . . . ,mj1 P Z, we have
















(iii) For positive integers m1, . . . ,mn2, we have
fn2pz;m1, . . . ,mn2q 
¸
0mn1PZ




Wf pz;m1, . . . ,mn2,mn1q .







































































0 . . . 0 1
;m1
 dz,
where γn1  p γn1,1 ... γn1,n1 q P Pn2,1pZqzSLpn 1,Zq. For a positive integer m1 and

































































































































0 . . . 0 1










0 . . . 0 1 0








0 . . . 0 y1 0



















0 . . . 0 y1 0
































0 . . . 0 y1 0






























, y1, . . . , yn1 ¡ 0.
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5.3 Proof of Theorem1.1
Let Hδpzq  φpY  upzqq where φ is a function defined in (4.31) and Y  1e2δ1 . Choose
δ ¡ 0 such that
max








 pe2δ  1q ¤ 1.
Then for j  1, . . . , n 1,»
Hn




∆pjqn Hδpτq dτ   λpjq8 p`8q »
Hn
φpY  upτqq dτ
As in Lemma 4.11, we have
λpjq8 p`8q  »
Hn
















φptq dt  1.
So, »
Hn
 ∆pjqn  λpjq8 p`8qHδpτq dτ ¤ »
Hn
∆pjqn Hδpτq dτ   1 ,
then




































By (5.2) and (5.3), we have Theorem 1.1.
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